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Python is a  widely  used  interpreted  & object-oriented 
programming language.

Introduced  to  the  world  in  the  year  1991 by  Guido    
van  Rossum.

Python  0.9.0  was released in 1991.

Python  1.0  was  released in 1994.



Machine Learning :
- making prediction on unseen data
- Sub-Field of Artificial Intelligence(AI)
- teaches machines how to carry out task by 

themselves

Data science:
- extraction of hidden information from data

Building Web applications using Django Framework

Why Python ..?



Deep Learning

▪ is a machine learning technique.

▪ Google Assistant voice recognition AI uses deep learning .

▪ work better on images, videos, and audio.



ML  Applications

▪ Speech and Handwriting recognition
▪ Medical diagnosis
▪ Search engines
▪ Video games
▪ Online recommenders
▪ Credit card Fraud detections
▪ E-mail Spam filtering
▪ Chabot in customer service
▪ Sentiment analysis
▪ Self driving google car
▪ …….



Data Science

▪ Include extract knowledge  or hidden information from  data

▪ Two major parts of Data science

Data Science

Analysis of large 
amount of data

Making Prediction 
(ML) on unseen or 

future data



C Python

#include <stdio.h>

int main()
{
printf("Hello world");
return 0;

}

print “Hello World”



C++ Python

#include<iostream> 

using namespace std;

int main()

{ 
cout << "Hello World!";
return 0; 

}

print “Hello World”



Java Python

public class HelloWorld 

{ 

public static void main(String[ ] 

args)

{ 

System.out.println("Hello, World");

} 

}

print “Hello World”



C # Python

using System;
namespace HelloWorldApplication
{ 

class Program 
{ 

static void Main(string[ ] args)
{ 

Console.WriteLine("Hello, 
world!");  

Console.ReadKey();               
} 

} 
}

print “Hello World”



PYTHON CHARACTER SET

▪ A set of valid characters recognized by python. Python 

uses the traditional ASCII character set. The latest 

version recognizes the Unicode character set. The 

ASCII character set is a subset of the Unicode character 

set 

▪ Letters :– A-Z, a-z

▪ Digits :– 0-9

▪ Special symbols :– Special symbol available over 

keyboard 

▪ White spaces:– blank space,tab,carriage return,new line, 

form feed

▪ Other characters:- Unicode



TOKEN

Smallest individual unit in a program is known as token.

1. Keywords

2. Identifiers

3. Literals

4. Operators

5. punctuators



KEYWORD 

▪ Reserve word of the compiler/interpreter which can’t be as identifier.



IDENTIFIER(VARIABLE) 

▪ A Python identifier (variable)is a name used to identify a 

variable, function, class, module or other object. 

▪ An identifier starts with a letter A to Z or a to z or an underscore 

(_) followed by zero or more letters, underscores and digits (0 to 

9).

▪ Python does not allow special characters.

▪ Identifier must not be a keyword of Python.

▪ Python is a case sensitive programming language.Thus, 

Rollnumber and rollnumber are two different identifiers in 

Python.

▪ Some valid identifiers : last_name, file123, z2td, date_2, _no

▪ Some invalid identifier : last-name,9marks,marks%



LITERALS

▪ Literals in Python can be defined as number, text, or other data 

that represent values to be stored in variables.

▪ Example of String Literals in Python

name = ‘Johni’ , fname =“johny”

▪ Example of Integer Literals in Python(numeric literal)

age = 22

▪ Example of Float Literals in Python(numeric literal)

height = 6.2

▪ Example of Special Literals in Python

name = None



PUNCTUATORS

▪ Used to implement the grammatical and structure of a Syntax.Following are 

the python punctuators.



OPERATORS 

Operators can be defined as symbols that are used to perform operations on 

operands.

Types of Operators 

1. Arithmetic Operators.

2. Relational Operators.

3. Assignment Operators.

4. Logical Operators.

5. Bitwise Operators

6. Membership Operators

7. Identity Operators





kk

➢ Python uses  indentation. A code of  block ( body of function, 
loop  etc) starts with indentation and ends with the first unindented 
line. 

Ex.
>>> a=9
>>> b=6
>>> if a>b:

print  “hello”
print    “hi”

IndentationError



kk

➢ Python  provides  two  built-in  functions  which  are  used  to  get  
input  from  user. These  functions  are  

a.     raw_input ()

b.     input()   

For example:
>>> a=input(“Enter Your Name:”)
>>> b=int(input(“Enter an Integer:”))
>>> c=float(input(“Enter a fraction number:”))
>>> d=eval(input(“Enter a number:”))



kk

➢Use  the  hash(#)  symbol  to  start  writing  a  comment.
Ex.
>>> # first comment
>>> print “hello”   # Second comment

hello

➢ We  can  comment  multiple  lines  by  using  hash(#) symbol  at  
the  beginning  of  each  line.

Ex.
>>>  # this is a
>>>  #  multiple  line  comment s.



Data Types

Python has five standard data types.

Number

String

List

Tuple

Dictionary

Data Types



Numbers

▪ Number data types store numeric values. Number objects are created 

when we assign a value to them.

Example 

a = 10

b = 20

▪ Python support mainly 3 numerical types that are integers ,floating 

point numbers & complex numbers.

▪ We can use type() to know the type of a data.

Example

>>> type(a)

<class 'int‘>



String

▪ String is a sequence of characters. It can be represent in 
single quote or double quote.

▪ Strings are immutable which means they can not be 
changed after they created.

▪ for example::
>>> name = “hello”
>>> name[1] = “t”

‘str’ object does not support item assignment. 

▪ Characters in a string can be accessed using  zero-based 
indexing.



List

▪ List are a collection of comma-separated value(items) within square 
bracket.

▪ Values in the can be modified, i.e. it is mutable. The values that make 
up a list are called its element. Elements In list need not be of same 
type. 

▪ for example::
>>> list1=[10,20,30,40,50]
>>> list2=[‘Rahul’,10,20,30,40,’Aproov’]
>>> list3=[‘A’,’E’,’I’,’O’,’U’]
>>> list4=[‘Delhi’, ’NCR’]



Tuple

▪ A Tuple is a sequence of comma-separated value(items) within 
parenthesis (round bracket).

▪ Values in the cannot be modified, i.e. it is immutable. The values that 
make up a tuple are called its element. Elements in a tuple need not be 
of same type. 

▪ for example::
>>> tup1=(Sunday,Monday10,20)
>>> tup2=(‘a’,’b’,’c’,’d’,’e’)
>>> tup3=(1,2,3,4,5) 



Dictionary

▪ A Dictionary is an unordered collection of items where each item is a 
key: value pair.

▪ Each key is separated from its value by a colon(:), the item are 
separated by commas, and the entire dictionary  is enclosed in curly 
braces.

▪ Dictionary is mutable. Keys are unique within a dictionary while values 
may not be.  

▪ for example::
>>> dict1={‘R’:’RAINY’,’S’:’SUMMER’,’W’:’WINTER’,’A’:’AUTUMN’}
>>> dict2={1:’Samsung’,2:’Nokia’,3:’Vivo’}
>>> dict3={‘sum’:12,1:45}


